The generalized coherent states based on SU(l, 1) are applied to qua.ntum-measuring processes, in which each detector consists of a single particle. Differing from the Glauber coherent states, possible interactions are quite restricted. New definitions of the classical limit and classical operators are presented, where any polynomial of the position and momentum operators becomes classical. Although quantum interference itself becomes very large as the time after the interaction is increased, the statistical operator approaches its mixed-state part in a relative sense. § 1. Introduction
One of the main problems in quantum measurement is to show that the statistical operator P of a physical system consisting of an object system S and a detector A tends to just its mixed-state part Po.l) That is, we must show that the quantum interference of the total system S+ A disappears in some sense. To this end, many authors have studied macroscopic bodies with N degrees of freedom, and have shown that they have some desirable characteristics as quantum detectors. 2H6 ) Coherent states have been used extensively in many areas of physics. 17 ),IS) Using generalized coherent (GC) states we have constructed recently several macroscopic detectors; 19)-23) the states of detectors are assumed to be described by GC states. Then, when N is sufficiently large, the difference between the expectation values of any observable 6®A for the operators P and Po disappears:
limTr[(p-po)(6®A)]=o, (I-I)
N-oo where 6 is any observable of S and A a classical operator. Here the set of the classical operators K has to contain a great number of operators. For example, all many-body operators have been shown to be classica1. 22 ) The two operators P and Po satisfying Eq. (1-1) are denoted by p~ Po, which is an equivalence relation. 23 ) In previous papers,24),25) using the Heisenberg-Weyl (HW) group and the Glauber coherent states, we have applied the above theory of "coherent measurement" to quantum measuring processes with one-particle detectors A. Each detector consists of a single particle with a few degrees of freedom. It has been shown that all polynomials in the position and momentum operators of A are classical, and that the qu-antum interference disappears exponentially as the time is increased. Even a single particle can behave macroscopically (classically) under certain conditions. In this case, the small-n (or large-time) limit corresponds to N ->00.
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K. Kakazu and A. Ogawa and as a result we must treat a one-particle detector with SU(l, 1) coherent states. The purpose of this paper is to investigate possible measuring processes with oneparticle detectors using the SU(l,l) coherent states. We will present two models. Since the well-known definition of classical operators cannot be applied in this case, we have to extend the definition. In the new definition, all polynomials can be (extended) classical operators. Then the quantum interference "disappears" in the weak sense that
where t is the time after the interaction of S and A.
In the next section, we give a short review of SU(l, 1) and the matrix elements of various operators, which are used in § 3 to define classical limits and classical operators. Extended equivalence classes of statistical operators are also discussed in § 3. Simple models and permitted interactions are presened in § 4. Finally, § 5 is devoted to a summary and discussion. § 2. 8U(1,1) coherent states
In this section, we present the fundamental properties of SU(l, 1) coherent states and derive the matrix elements of simple operators.
Consider a single particle with one degree of freedom; its position Q and momentum 15 operators satisfy the HW algebra [Q,P] 
where r + s is a positive odd integer. It is worthwhile noting that the above matrix elements are proportional to <ala'>, which is an important property for the definition of classical operators. § 3.
Extension of the definition of the classical operators
The macroscopic detectors, which have been considered in Refs. 19 )~23), have N degrees of freedom, so that the classical limit and classical operators can be easily defined. That is, according to many authors, the classical limit is defined by N ---> 00. We have studied this limit in the case of the coherence groups SU (2) and SU(l, 1), but our one-particle detector has only a few degrees of freedom. Thus we cannot use the limit N--->oo.
On the other hand, it has been shown that a one-particle detector with Glauber coherent states has its classical limit defined by ti--->O, and that all ti-independent polynomials in Q and P are classical operators.
24
)-26)
The small-ti limit implies that ti can be negligible in comparison to other quantities of a physical system under consideration. In most measuring processes, the small-ti limit-corresponds to large time or large coherent parameters, as has been shown in Refs. 24) and 25). In this section, we will show that the last two limits can be applied to derive the classical limit of SU(l, 1) coherent states with a few degrees of freedom.
As in the case of the HW group, it seems natural that operators such as Qn are classical in the SU(l,l) coherent states with finite degrees of freedom. However, such operators cannot be classical if we use the small-ti limit. In fact using Eq. (2 ·13) the .matrix element of the operator Q2 is given by
Actually, expectation values of all polynomials in Q and F approach zero in this limit
Of course, the inner product <ala'> of two different coherent states cannot become zero in this limit Thus we cannot use n--O as a classical limit.
Here let us investigate the condition that the inner product of two different states approaches zero. First recall that, from :E:q. (2·10), the inner product <ala'> becomes orthogonal when lal--1 with a' fixed. Then <aIQ 2 Ia'>I<ala'> has a finite limit, following from Eq. (3·1). It should be noted that the quantity 1-a*a' is always non-zero in this case.
Next consider the limit lal, la'l--1. If we set a/lal=a'/la'l, then the limit of the product <ala'> is ambiguous, i.e., it depends on how lal and la'i approach 1. Thus it is useful to introduce a parameter t in order to denote how lal approaches 1: limt-cola(t)I=l and limt_coa(t) = finite. Later, this parameter t will be identified with time.
There are several types of classical operators. )n
Hence the opera tors an and at n are classical.
In order to show that any polynomal in a ad a t is classical, note the following equality (3·6) which leads to (3.7)
Therefore we find that
where f(a*, a') is a polynomial in a* and a' satisfying
limf(a*, a')=(2m+ 1)(2m+3)···(2m+2n-l).
i-oo (3·9) Equation (3·8) shows that the operator aznatzm is classical. Taking into account (3·10)
we have also the classical operator azn+!atzm+!. Similarly, it is easy to see that operators such as atna m are classical because atna m can be reduced to the sum of anti-normal forms. We thus conclude that any operator in a and at is contained in
Let us proceed to a quantum measuring process where we treat an interaction of an object system 5 with a detector A; here the detector is a single particle with, for simplicity, one degree of freedom. We assume that the detector states after the interaction with 5 are described by SU(I, 1) coherent states. After the interaction, the state of the total system at time t may thus be written as
where In> are states of 5, Ian> coherent states of A, and Cn coefficients. Hence the correspondence between the states of 5 and A are I n>+--+I an>. We will derive Eq. (3·ll) in several simple models in the next section.
Using the definitions of the classical limit, we introduce the notion of equivalence class of statistical operators. Let us recall that lal---> 1 corresponds to the large-time limit (t ---> (0). As will be seen in the next section, it is convenient for our measuring processes to treat time as a parameter t. There are two types of equivalence classes. Note that any polynomial in Q and P is contained in K U=1,2) under certain conditions. Thus if <amIAlan>c:x::<amlan>ln*m -> 0 (t -> =) in Eq. (3 ·14), then p is strongly equivalent to its mixed-part. Examples of weak equivalence will be given in the next section. § 4. Simple models with SU(l, l) coherent states Using the general theory in the previous sections, we give several simple models of quantum measuring processes. Recall that the total system consists of an object system 5 and a detector A. The detector is a single particle whose states are described by 5U(1,1) coherent states. Let the total Hamiltonian be H =Hs+ HA + H', where Hs and HA are respectively Hamiltonians of 5 and A, and H' their interaction.
It seems difficult to measure directly an observable of 5 with a continuous spectrum of values, so we spectrally decompose a state of 5 using some Stern-Gerlach type device. Without this spectral decomposition of the above (continuous) observable, we cannot prove at present that the statis~ical operator p is equivalent to its mixed-part po. This needs further investigation. For simplicity, we consider only discrete energy eigenvalues of 5 for which the spectral decomposition is not needed.
Model 1
As one of the most simple examples, we investigate the one-dimensional case where the total Hamiltonian is given by H = Hs + HA + H' with Hs=nwas t as, (4 
when the time t is very large. In deriving Eq. (4 ·16), we have used the following relation:
where l+r is even. From Eqs. (4'11), (4'14) and (4·15), we find that Eq. (4'16) approaches zero very slowly. Hence the weak equivalence P~ Po is obtained, which means that the effect of the quantum interference becomes smaller as time t is increased.
Interactions without P ~ po-
Besides the interaction H' given by Eq. (4 ·1), there are some interactions similar to H', for example (4 ·18)
The free hamiltonian Hs+ HA is the same as Eq. (4 ·1). In this subsection, we show that these interactions do not lead us completely to p ~ Po.
First consider HI. The initial state of S + A is the same as that in model 1: 1Jf (0) =lc;o>IO>, where Ic;o> is given by Eq. (4·2). After the interaction the total state at time t now becomes >0, hk >0) . If the energy eigenvalues of the object system S are given by En=fl(osn (ws=angular frequency of S), then Eq. (4·24) reduces to m  -n+41(k-n»0 for all m, n, k (m>n>O, k>O) , which gives 1=0. Hence the operator a 21 is not classical. In fact, no polynomial in a and a t (except identity) will be classical. Note here that Eq. (4·24) is satisfied for all 1 ifthe number of possible energy states of S is two. This fact will be used in the next subsection.
(4(hn+ih)hk 2 )1 <akla 21 Iak> (hm 2 + h 2 )(hn 2 + h 2 ) (h k 2 + h 2 )hn
Next we treat the interaction Hi.=gHs?:J2. In a similar way to HI, we obtain
where We have presented two quantum-measurement models in which each detector A consists of a single particle (called a one-particle detector). The detector states are assumed to be SU(l, 1) coherent states. This is our basic hypothesis in the theory of "coherent measurement".
It is found that there are many kinds of classicat-limit parameters. In the macroscopic detectors with N degrees of freedom, the parameter is N;19),23),26),27) in the one-particle detector described by the Glauber coherent states, the parameter is 1/fit. 24H6 ) However, we have to use another parameter in the present SU(l, 1) case; the parameter is lal, where aE C (Ial < 1) is the number representing an SU(l,l) coherent state, and I al-> 1 is the classical limit. In the actual measuring processes we have investigated, the limit of lal can be represented by t->oo (t=time). The matrix elements of various detector observables depend very much on how lal goes to 1.
According to how we take the classical limit, we have three types of classical operators, which are defined by Eqs. (3·2)~(3·4), the sets of these operators being denoted by K (i=1, 2, 3) , respectively. The definition (3'2) has been used in the macroscopic and one-particle (with Glauber coherent states) detectors.
24H6 )
Unfortunately, we cannot use this usual definition. The new definitions (3·3) and (3'4) have been found necessary; they are extensions of the first definition. We have shown that all polynomials in a and at are contained in K (i=l, 2), and that in Modell they are also contained in K3• However, as has been shown in § 4.2, in the ca~e H{=g(PQ + QP), no polynomial (except identity) is contained in K3• Interactions (between an object system S and a one-particle detector A) leading to P ~ Po are drastically restricted in SU(l, I)-coherent measurement. Suppose that the free Hamiltonian of S+ A is given by Eq. (4'1). As.has been shown in Modell in § 4, the interaction H' = gHsP 2 gives us P ~ Po only in the weak sense (see Eqs. (3 '13) and (4 ·16)). In this case, the quantum interference "disappears" in such a way that
where A=a21at2T for example, although Tr(p-Po)(6®A) itself becomes quite large. Equation (5'1) approaches zero slowly, whereas Tr(p -Po)( 6®A) becomes zero exponentially in the Glauber coherent states. 24 ), 25) On the other hand, the interactions Hi (i=1, 2, 3), which are given by Eq. (4·18), do not lead us to p ~ Po. If an initial state of S is a superposition of only two energy states, then we have the interaction H{ which leads to p~ po with respect to very restricted observables 6®A (AEK2) (see Model 2) .
Since <aIQla)=O (Q=position operator of a detector) in SU (1, 1) 
